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Due to the double change of two CC members since the Congress 2014 in Ireland we somehow
have fallen behind with the given objectives of the working plan. Of course we have tried to
work off as many tasks as possible at the CC, but some items have come to grief.
With the 2 new CC members we have now found dedicated colleagues and I am sure that we will
be able to complete all the objectives of the working plan before the Congress 2018, in a way we
may be able to expand respectively refine the working plan.
Since the Congress 2016 in Wellington I managed to find a qualified person for the domain of
the youth at EuNat, who will take over these works, because a well running work at the youth is
surely necessary to create a foothold for the continuation of naturism.
For the two additional posts at the CC, which had been decided during the last congress, one
person could already be found for the domain Ethics- and Conflict-management, who assume
these tasks with enthusiasm. The PR-IT part will be transmitted by a corresponding hiring profile
to the federations, so that we will be able to find a qualified person from the federations also for
this important post.
Participation at the holiday fairs should be expanded and the federations will get the opportunity
again to send their flyers in PDF-format. We then will print them at the expense of the INF-FNI
and take them along to the fairs, in order we can offer a consistent participation at the fairs.
For the field of future visions our two CC members (Assessor Europe and Non-European
countries) have agreed to contact the federations and to gather their wishes. Out of this a
program should be elaborated how we will proceed during the coming months.
For the INF-FNI certification I have set myself an objective for expansion, namely:
1. to create clarity for the naturists what naturist quality he may expect for sure at a given
accommodation,
2. to stimulate the supplier to guarantee, to maintain and when necessary to improve the
naturist quality of his accommodation, and
3. to give special emphasis to the INF-FNI membership card and to ask for it at the
registration.
Our Focus, which appears 6 times per year, has been edited so far in our 3 languages. As during
the last congress the motion by the Brazilian Federation to do accept Spanish as a 4th INF-FNI
language has been rejected, I have found a way to offer, at least for the Focus, also a Spanish
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edition. This extension has been well received and the Italian Federation has approached us to
offer the Focus also in Italian.
The protection of Naturism/Nudism will be tackled by our new CC member and I am convinced
that also in this area we will be able to make a big step forward.
During the workshop in New Zealand the non-European federations had expressed their wish to
also create a commission, the similar way as EuNat is established in Europe. Gregers Moller will
discuss this wish with the non-European federations and perhaps present a complete concept
for this commission already at the congress 2018.
Further objectives will arise on hand of the successes, which the individual points will provide,
and cannot be defined yet in detail here, we also must consider that new plans of processing will
be submitted at the Congress 2018.
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